Multimedia exhibit in gallery until Wednesday
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all feels like it ties together and highlights the multifaceted interests that the faculty have.”

Trur contributed two projects to the exhibit: “Cherub Watching at Lakeside Park” and “Reenactments of a Happy Woman in Relationship.”

“Cherub” is a performance piece built around a constructed reality in which cherubs exist in nature. It includes a looped video of a group of “cherub watchers” observing the creatures in their natural habitat.

“Reenactments” is made up of a succession of staged images of the artist and a collaborator posing as a happy couple. According to Izur’s website, she “searched ‘woman in relationship’ on Google images, and reenacted the images and common themes. I then manipulated them with Photoshop to create compositions.”

Also featured in the exhibit is a selection of highly-focused photos of small insects by David Folker.

The pictures depict these creatures that we rarely look at up-close, and looking at them like this really lets their personality come through,” Rubiolo said.

A reception was held for the artists on Friday at the gallery. Coming up, The Annual Juried Student Awards Exhibition will take place at the gallery from April 11 through May 13.

APASA registers marrow, stem cell donors

Those registering will provide a cheek swab sample, from which the AADP can obtain a "tissue type" or HLA type. Ethnicity is one of the key factors that determine whether a donor marrow match can be made.

To register, prospective donors will need to submit a short health history, driver’s license or Social Security number, and the names, telephone numbers and email addresses of two friends or relatives. All information is confidential. For more information, go to www.aadp.org or www.marrow.org, or contact the APASA at ohlone.apasa@gmail.com.

ACE train derails
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killed, Sheriff’s Sgt. Ray Kelly told the Associated Press.

The accident and closing of Niles Canyon Road caused more traffic and even longer commutes. Ohlone student Katie Anderson’s commute to the Newark campus from Livermore via Route 84 was doubled.

“By the time I got to Newark it wasn’t even worth going to my first class, I was so late,” said Anderson, a graphic designer for the Monitor.

The car that plummeted into the lake has an estimated value of $2 million to $2.5 million. ACE officials are hoping to repair the car, because it is more time- and cost-effective than buying a new car.

ACE train officials announced that they were looking into getting motion sensor detectors that would detect debris on the tracks. This type of technology could prevent accidents like the one that occurred Monday night.

Correction

A Feb. 11 story about students headed to Denver to compete in the Irene Ryan Scholarship Auditions gave the incorrect age for Idrees Najibi. He is 24. The same story used the wrong stage name for one of the students. He is Amir Hasan.